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(New York, NY – June 9, 2016) -- Jennifer Enderlin has been promoted to Executive 

Vice President and Publisher of St. Martin’s Press, effective immediately. Sally 

Richardson, President and Publisher of St. Martin’s Press made the announcement today 

in a letter to staff.  Enderlin assumes this position in addition to continuing her role as an 

editor, in which she will continue to acquire new books as well as edit many of St. 

Martin’s bestselling authors. 

 

Richardson stated, “Jen’s qualifications are outstanding.  Her editorial expertise is 

legendary, and the breadth and depth of her instincts and ability in all things publishing, 

from the planning, acquisition, and then execution throughout all aspects of the entire 

process, is unparalleled.” 

 

Don Weisberg, President of Macmillan Publishers U.S., said, “I have known and admired 

Sally Richardson and Jen Enderlin from afar and now having the opportunity to work 

closely with them, I am so impressed by their passion and enthusiasm for their people and 

their knowledge of the books and rich publishing history at St. Martins. I cannot imagine 

the publishing program at St. Martin’s Press being in better hands.” 
 
 

### 

Macmillan Publishers is a global trade book publishing company with prominent imprints around 
the world. Macmillan publishes a broad range of award-winning books for children and adults in 
all categories and formats. 

US publishers include Farrar, Straus and Giroux, Flatiron Books, Henry Holt & Company, 
Macmillan Audio, Macmillan Children’s Publishing Group, Picador, St. Martin’s Press and Tor  
Books. In the UK, Australia, India and South Africa, Macmillan publishes under the Pan 
Macmillan name. The German company, Holtzbrinck Deutsche Buchverlage, includes among its 
imprints, S. Fischer, Kiepenheuer and Witsch, Rowohlt and Droemer Knaur. 

Macmillan Publishers is a division of the Holtzbrinck Publishing Group, a large family-owned 
media company headquartered in Stuttgart, Germany. www.macmillan.com 
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